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Tools & Methods



Our focus: the newspaper
The project builds up on distant 
reading of digitized news 
archives (chiefly by the French 
National Library) using the high 
computing infrastructure of 
Humanum.

The corpora comprises several 
hundred thousands documents in 
XML (about 1,5 to) from leading 
French dailies and weeklies 
(1814-1945).



Our focus: the newspaper
In Numapresse, newspaper archives are not studied as a set of historical facts but as 
newspapers and as a part of a wider media ecosystem. 

In practice we are bound to raise the following issues, which may not always be solved by 
digital methods:
• What are the leading news genre? Where do they come from and how have they evolved? 
• What are the main poetic features of newspaper genres and discourses? How are the 

heterogeneous components (texts, data, images…) of a newspaper page articulated?
• Who is writing the newspaper? How is the newsroom organized?
• How do newspapers connect to one another? By what means do news objects travel and are 

reprinted and adapted across the world?



Text mining as a ajustable lenses

• Several weeks for the dissemination of a news or short term 
contracts (such as serial novels).

• Several months or a year to uncover some editorial experiments or 
to analyze the regular flow of reprints in the media ecosystem (6 
months according to Cordell)

• Several years for the inner sociological workings of the newsroom.
• Several decades for the emergence and metamorphosis of news 

genre.

Clearly to deal with all theses issues, we need to be able to regularly 
change our focus and shift between punctual and structural change.
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The leading dailies are published continuously for a very long time (as much as 145 years for the 
Journal des débats) and cultural transformations can occur according to very different timeframes:



Zoom reading

Not only are distant and close reading constantly articulated within 
the project, but we usually experiment with different distances



The XML files generated by the 
Library do not contain only the 
OCRed text but numerous 
contextual information that has 
been fundamental to integrate the 
multiple layers of the newspaper
• Coordinates and persistent 

identifiers of words, lignes, text 
blocks and images.

• OCR confidence
• Size of the text and 

typographical layout (bold, 
italic, font…).

Text mining as a ajustable lenses



Our method: pragmatism
• “Whatever work”. Not everything fits one algorithm and, in fact, not everything can be 

modeled. Conversely some research can only be undertook through programming and 
automation, such as reprint detection or genre classification.. 

• Build on the past work. Previous projects have already initiated extensive databases and/
or created precious tools (ViraltText). We are particularly keen on reusing library data and 
formats in a comprehensive way.

• Ensure collaborations. Numapresse has been greatly stimulated by the collaborative spirit 
of news studies in France. Our next steps would be to produce intermediary tools formatted 
for the research on newspaper, that do not rely on an extensive technical knowledge.

• Systematical application. While small and medium scale experiments are extremely 
useful, we are more and more focusing on applying programs on a very long time frame 
(>50 years) and on comprehensive corpora.



Our tool: Humanum super-computer

The programming interface 
hosted by Humanum allow us to 
run scripts on very big corpora 
and morph them into very big 
tables and to work collaboratively.



Our tool: Humanum super-computer

R text mining process preserve the complexities of the original text. Each word is a line in the 
table, that contain all the informations included in the digitized archives and add new ones (lemma, 
syntax analysis, named entities…) generated by Spacy.



Plan

An introduction in five parts

● Classify the newspaper : making automated recognition of 
newspaper genre and forms.

● Toward a poetic analysis of news images : tracking aesthetic 
mutations through deep learning.

● Reconstruction of editorial structures.
● Mapping news circulation.
● The Numapresse database



1. Classify the newspaper
Rules and grammar of automated recognition of 
newspaper genre and forms.



The principles of classification

A four-step process (with a lot of recursions)

Building an (ever-
evolving) taxinomie

Selecting a training corpora 
(and trying to avoid 
overfitting)

Manually classifying the texts 
(with numerous 
uncertainties: sometimes I 
don’t even classify)Testing the model and 

adjusting parameters (for 
instance, with a higher 
threshold for the number of 
texts per class)



A genre is marked by the use of specific words (here, a fait divers of 1844)

The principles of classification



Currently, two models have been trained using supervised SVM.

● A « 1835-1855 » model, from 10 annotated issues of the Journal des débats. It 
recognizes 10 different genres..

● A « 1920-1940 » model from 20 annotated issues of Le Petit Journal, L’Intransigeant, Le 
Matin and Le Petit Parisien. It recognizes 20 different genres.

Later on, models will be implemented for every 20-30 years period of the history of the French 
daily press, as well as specialized models for some corpora (for instance, news magazine).

The principles of classification



1835-1855 model

Models contain a “lexical sketch” of every genre, from the words that characterize them 
the most.
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1835-1855 model



Models contain a “lexical sketch” of every genre, from the words that characterize them 
the most.

1835-1855 model









Zooming out the genres

Although imperfects, models still allows to observe genre evolutions on a longer time 
frame, and to identify structural tendencies and punctual breaks.
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Although imperfects, models still allows to observe genre evolutions on a longer time 
frame, and to identify structural tendencies and punctual breaks.



The model highlights the weekly rhythm of movie critics in January 1928, caused by the 
publication of a supplement on Friday.

Zooming out the genres



This cycle persists the whole year, with occasional variations of the length of the Friday 
supplement.

Zooming out the genres



The weekly rhythm is itself part of a general growth in movie coverage across the 1920s

Zooming out the genres



The weekly rhythm is itself part of a general growth in movie coverage across the 1920s

Zooming out the genres



…and across the first half of the 20th century, after a momentary gap during WWI

Zooming out the genres



The Petit Parisien is marked by a somewhat similar evolution, although, movie coverage 
extends more dramatically by the end of the 1930s.

Zooming out the genres



The Petit Parisien is marked by a somewhat similar evolution, although, movie coverage 
extends more dramatically by the end of the 1930s.

Zooming out the genres



WWI is an exceptional factor, but genre evolution is frequently affected by outward historical 
events, such as economic crisis and booms with the stock section from 1820 to 1870

Zooming out the genres



1825 boom

Emergence 
of the stock 
exchange 
daily 
section

Emergence of 
the stock 
exchange 
weekly section

1848 
crisis

Second 
Empire boom

WWI is an exceptional factor, but genre evolution is frequently linked to outward historical 
events, such as economic crisis and booms with the stock section from 1820 to 1870

Zooming out the genres



What is the use of 
classification?



Generate corpora on-demand

An experimental extraction based on genre classification : every sports article in the matin 
in 1912.



Classification can also serve to document a pre-existing corpora (here the circus in 
occupied France during WWII) and ease the reading process.

Generate corpora on-demand



Place the genres

During the 1920s, the place of the sports article within the newspaper is more and 
more specific: on page 4.



As each text block can 
belong to several genres 
(defined by probabilities), we 
can map all the frequent 
relations between genres 
into a network, with each link 
indicating the frequency of 
cross-classification…

Place the genres



This visualization highlights 
“crossroads genre”, such as 
reportage which connect 
political, social and cultural 
sections of the newspaper…

Place the genres



A case of intertextuality: an 
account of fencing written 
like a serial novel of 
Alexandre Dumas (31 
January 1922 : serial novel 
30%, sport 35%)

Place the genres



…or a stock exchange 
section partly written using 
verses in Le Figaro

Place the genres



An archeology of genres

Each model has an expiratory date: we are going to use them on a 20-30 years basis.

Yet, it would still be instructive to use them in an “anachronistic” way. The issue is no 
longer to classify texts but rather to find the antecedents of a later established genre.

We have made a preliminary test on Le Journal des Débats in 1836, at a time where 
an established sport section did not exist.



…and it turns out there were significant, 
although quite occasional sport articles, 
such as this lengthy feuilleton 
(septembre 9th, 1836) on the horse 
races on the Champs de Mars 

An archeology of genres



This anachronistic 
outlook can be 
deployed on a wider 
scales, such as the 
evolution of the 
genres of La Liberté 
from 1865 to 1870 
using the model 
made for the 1920s 
and 1930s.

An archeology of genres



The « Generothèque » project: a library of classification models

Toward a library of models



2. Toward a poetic analysis of 
news images 
Tracking aesthetic mutations through deep 
learning.



The news image: the spinal column of the XXth 
century newspaper

Starting in the 1900s, images 
became a very strong 
baseline of news structuration. 
With the digitized XML files 
from the BNF it is possible to 
extract all the illustrations, 
through their coordinates, and 
to reconstruct this polyphonic 
interaction between text and 
images.



The position of the 
image within the text 
allow to easily 
retrieve the thematic 
of the image through 
the automated 
classification of the 
surrounding text.

From text to image



From text to image

Sport (99%) Sport (94%) Sport (34%), 
Carnet (30%)



From text to image

This classification by 
proxy ease 
significantly the 
consultation and 
identification of 
relevant images — 
such as this 1912 
dataviz of a football 
match.



The imperfect magic of DL models

Image classification has made significant progress during the last few years, 
through the generalized use of convoluted neural network.

Nevertheless, most comprehensive models (such as ImageNet) remain focused 
on contemporary classification 

=> Utiliser les récurrences de classification plutôt 
que d’accepter les classifications telles quelles. Si 
toutes les cartes sont classées comme des mots 
croisées cela peut être un critère valable.



The imperfect magic of DL models

Joueur de baseball (0.18), 
Couverture de livre (0.12), 
Télévision (0.09), Ballon de foot 
(0.08)

Uniforme militaire (0.53), 
Gilet pare-balle (0.20), 
Télévision (0.05)

Couverture de livre (0.76), 
Joueur de baseball (0.13)



The imperfect magic of DL models

Space shuttle
Crosswords (!)(steampunk for the win)



The (temporary) solution: using more abstract 
vectors

This approach has been 
experimented by the 
Netherland project 
SIAMESE: identifying 
cluster of similar images, 
through the next to last 
vector generated by the 
neural network.



A random sample of 
all the images in the 
movie section of Le 
Matin from 1927 to 
1929. Clustered 
images are likely 
similar.



This “similarity“ can 
be due to the topic 
represented: here 
we have a cluster of 
couples (that are 
mostly represented 
through Hollywood 
stereotype).



The neural network 
also identifies 
recurrent form and 
structure of images, 
such as the use of an 
oval medallion.



By crossing deep learning results with metadata we can recover long-time shift in 
the way images are made, such as the sudden disappearance of the oval medallion



3. Reconstruction of editorial 
structure
How to sight-read the polyphony of news



Breakthroughs in layout recognition

The Europeana Newspaper (2012-2015) 
has digitized 2 millions pages using Optical 
Layout Recognition (OLR), that allows to 
retrieve article and news components using 
semi-automatic tools.

The French National Library applies OLR 
for its current digitization program.

The Newseye projects aims to create 
advanced automatic tools to generate OLR.



Text as image

A project still experimental: 
training a model to identify 
editorial structure, thanks 
to the pioneering work of 
DH Segment. The initial 
tests on the feuilleton are 
conclusive. Advertisings, 
images, headers, should 
come next…



This will be especially 
valuable to further classify 
literary productions in the 
newspaper, serial novel 
being almost by definition 
in the feuilleton while other 
more fugitive forms (short 
story, verses…) may be 
placed in the higher part. 

Text as image



Parse the metadata in the news
A wide array of contextual 
information are actually 
present in the newspaper 
text, such as the date and 
place of a dispatch, the 
name and status of the 
writer, the communication 
process, and so forth…



Parse the metadata: places
We have lead an initial 
case study on the 
emergence of French 
reporters in La Liberté 
(1865-1870). All the 
expedition places have 
been located and showed 
that the newspaper already 
managed a very large 
network across Europe 
and the Americas.
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Parse the metadata: titles
Titles can contain valuable 
information on the way the 
segmentations of 
newspaper texts initiated 
by the editors. For 
instance, La Liberté 
initiated extensive editorial 
experiments from 1866 to 
1868 can gave birth to a lot 
of first in the history of 
French journalism (first 
sport section, first food 
column…)



Parse the metadata: titles
We can also zoom to failed 
attempts with specialized 
section that could have 
become a regular part of 
French journalism but 
didn’t (altogether, not for 
the worst reasons)



Parse the metadata: signatures

Name entity 
recognition has been 
greatly boosted by the 
development of an 
efficient tool for the 
French language, 
Entity Fishing. The 
specific issues raised 
by the OCR may be 
partly alleviated thanks 
to the pioneering work 
of Newseye.



The top ranking of the most productive writers of the Matin in 1935 includes well-
known plumes (Germain Baumont, Maurice Renard) as well as… unexpected profiles

Parse the metadata: signatures



Gabriel Guilbert is the more proficient author of 1935 and 
he acts as… the weatherman of the Matin (and he can’t be 
located anywhere in bibliographic databases)

Parse the metadata: signatures



Guibert is not an exceptional case. Both the “garden section“ of Jacques Peyrot of 
the movie critics of Gilbert Bernard hasn’t been left much traces…

Parse the metadata: signatures



Thanks to signatures, we can 
infer to some extent the 
sociological and economic 
status of the writer within the 
newspaper. The regular 
collaborators write constantly on 
the same weekdays,  through 
the entire year…

Parse the metadata: signatures



…while some writers tends to 
have a much more haphazard 
presence, that may be in some 
cases caused by a more 
“contractual” status that may 
only lasts for several month of 
intensive activities.

Parse the metadata: signatures



For the Liberté we were able to 
extend this analysis on several 
years, thanks to the comprehensive 
annotations created by the French 
National Library that includes the 
signature (with METS files). For 
instance, the scientific journalist 
Wilfried de Fonvielle had secured a 
long-term contract.

Parse the metadata: signatures



…whereas the food chronicler, 
Brisse, was quickly fired.

Parse the metadata: signatures



To some extent, theses status could be modeled and categorized (although with significant uncertainties, 
as signatures can include pseudonyms or some collaboration may not require an explicit signature).

Parse the metadata: signatures



Journalists have always enjoyed to talk about… themselves. Since the Second Empire, 
journalists portrait becomes a widespread genre, that do not always contain very 
accurate information but at least document an important process of self-promotion.

Parse the metadata: portraits



A first experimental trial of automated 
identification of journalist portraits in 
Le Figaro of 1862 (thanks to a metric 
of personnalization of a given texts) 

Parse the metadata: portraits



The next challenges: automated recognition 
of the article

This technical challenge remains unsolved. Contractors 
for digital libraries mostly use the digital labor of 
developing countries.

A possible approach within Numapresse.

• Map all the information extracted through genre 
classification and editorial structure analysis 
(signatures, titles, global page geographies like the 
feuilleton)

• Use several competing definitions for an article. In the 
daily press before 1870, most news are made of free-
floating paragraphs heavily recombined, without any 
titles or headers.



The next challenges: mixing news texts with 
news archives.

A partnered project of Numapresse, Giranium collects and transcribes the correspondence of the 
main French media tycoon of the XIXth century, Émile de Girardin. While this work has helped a lot 
to understand the inner working of a newspaper (La Liberté), much remain to be done with archives



4. Mapping news circulation and 
the media ecosystem
From reprints to networks…



The Viral Text project lead by Ryan Cordell 
has initiated a new kind of tools to study 
XIXth century press: reprinting detection. 

At a time where copyright did not apply to 
newspapers, copies were widespread and 
their identification can recover an extensive 
media ecosystem with regular “flows” 
between periodicals.

This research is now also extended to other 
countries through the Oceanic Exchange 
project.

Modeling the virality



Modeling the virality
We have used the same methods as the Viral Text project 
coordinated by Ryan Cordell

● On account of OCR mistakes it is unlikely to match 
“exact” reprints.

● Using wide corpus implies a “combinatory explosion”: 
for 100 000 paragraphs there is 5 billions possible 
pairs of text.

● The solution: using a sample of “shared 
formula” (ngram) that serve to identify if a reprint is 
probable.

Journal des débats, 
26 january 1866

Courrier du 
Canada, 16 
February 1866

shared ngram: 
“Malgré 

cette guerre, le 
mouvement”

=> 108 articles were identified in at least a 
French and a Canadian newspaper 



Everything is viral

International news

An article of the Neue Freie Press 
of Vienna (17 March) on the 

Austro-Prussian war

Translated in the Journal des 
débats (21 March)

Reprinted in the Courrier du 
Canada (11 April)



Everything is viral

Serial novels

Reprinted (without attribution) by 
the Gazette de Sorel (8 December)

Les Amours d’un notaire of Pierre-Jules Hetzel in le 
Journal des débats (4 September).



Everything is viral

Scientific and technical news

The trial of an experimental “car” in 
the Journal des débats (22 

September)
Reprinted in the Écho du cabinet 
de lecture paroissial (15 October)



Mapping translatlantic networks

A network visualisation shows that 
some newspapers are key 
intermediaries: the Courrier du 
Canada in Québec, the Journal des 
débats in France

Network of “influential” newspapers 
(those that have been republished)
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Mapping translatlantic networks

A geographic look at our network: news from France tends to arrive first in Québec 
and then to ship on the Saint-Laurent all the way till Montréal.



The Mechanics of reprinting “flows”

The leading factor of reprinting in 1866: steamers. Most reprinting occur within 12 
to 20 days, the standard time of transatlantic crossing.



The Mechanics of reprinting “flows”

Although they may come from different dates, reprintings usually occur in clusters (red points), which 
agrees with the maritime rhythms of the 1866 global media system.



Virality beyond newspaper: from articles 
to book

In the XIXth century French journalists very frequently publish collections of their articles. A 
variation of Viral Text algorithm allows to uncover this mechanism of republication that alter 
widely the original text.



Virality beyond newspaper: from articles 
to book

The viral analysis of book publication can also help to identify some pseudonyms. Émile de 
Girardin reused extensively the texts published under the pen name A. Fagnan.



Virality beyond texts: images as 
travelling stereotypes

While efficient fingerprinting 
techniques already exists, deep 
learning classification makes it 
possible to map a wide range of 
reproductive practices: reprints, 
variations, inspirations… With 
Julien Schuh we has just started 
working on a much larger 
project on reprinting and poetics 
of 6000 images extracted from 
preeminent literary periodicals of 
the end of the XIXth century.



Virality beyond one language

Currently all the virality analysis we lead are limited to French-speaking press, but viral 
networks are clearly not limited to one langage, especially not in locations with a high level 
of cross-linguistic contact like Canada or Switzerland.

The key difficulty is methodological: most text mining approaches are based on lexical 
forms. Yet, between two languages most concepts will be expressed using different forms 
and, most of the time, they would not even exactly match.

An emerging techniques, word embeddings may partly circumvent this issue, by encoding 
all the neighbor relationships of each word. Since word embeddings in different languages 
will likely produce a similar network of relationships, a proper alignment may suffice to bring 
different languages to the same semantic ground.







Une utilité immédiate : repérer dans le corpus des mots qui sont appelés de la même 
manière qu’un concept français (avec des associations trop contextuelles pour figurer dans 
un dictionnaire)

Virality beyond one language



Virality beyond newspapers: the need 
for a map.

Networks of reprints raised a whole new series of unresolved issues:

• What are the determining technical factors of circulation in a given context: steamers, 
telegraphs, trains, horses, pneumatics?

• How to account for the recurrent textual flow between some newspapers? Is this only the 
incidental result of informal scissors-and-paste? Or, is this the consequence of explicit 
partnerships?

• How reprinting happens? What pieces of the copied content is kept, permuted, rewritten, joined 
with other texts? All of this would require innovative tools to deal with automated philological 
analysis.



Virality beyond newspapers: the need 
for a map.



5. The Numapresse database…
A bridge between the social and textual nature of 
newspapers?



The Numapresse database is currently developed by Olivier Lapointe. It initially 
aims to connect several distinct databases on French media and journalists.

● The Ramseyer Database: an unpublished collection of 50 000 pseudonyms 
used in the French press by Patrick Ramseyer (BNF).

● Data BNF: the leading bibliographic database in France. About 40,000 author 
records (from 2 millions) are explicitly linked to a journalists activities (for 
instance “journaliste” in the short bio).

● Specialized databases on the history of French news, such as Petite Presse 
or Medias19.

Building on bibliographic data



The French-speaking press in 1866

Building on bibliographic data



Building on bibliographic data



From a journalist index to a global 
repository

While initially conceived as a metadata-only service, the Numapresse database is 
starting to integrate text as well.

● Metadata is in the text: signatures, reprints and automated parsing of 
biographical information can extend the database beyond the focus of the 
existing sources (especially to avoid losing Guibert)

● The text is significantly enriched: OCR errors aside, the progress of text 
mining techniques would probably allow at some point to generate a TEI-like 
format for each article.

● A lot of text can be put there. Hosting by Humanum lifts a lot of concerns 
over size limitations.



The Numapresse database

In its latest stage, the 
database host a wide 
array of interconnect 
objects (actors, events, 
places…) and texts 
(productions, ressources)
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The Numapresse database

Since the database is 
bound to include a wide 
array of interconnections, 
Olivier Lapointe has 
created dataviz views, 
such as networks, that 
ease significantly the 
identification of 
collaborations or 
sociability links



The Numapresse database

Thanks to an extensive 
collaborative work, the 
Chat noir has served as 
an experimental test to 
integrate the complete 
text metadata of a 
periodic.



All the documents enriched 
by Numapresse could also 
serve to generate well-
defined corpora — such as 
all the serial novels 
published by Jean de la Hire 
in le Matin in 1911

The Numapresse database



Conclusion


